
Stella Pillow Workshop
with Lisa ONeill
Questions: oneilldom@comcast.net

Goals of the workshop:
Learn the basics of sliver piecing.

Make one Stella Block.
Learn my zipper technique! 

If time allows, we’ll make a Slivered Frame!

mailto:oneilldom@comcast.net


Workshop Options
I like to make pillows at workshops. It pretty much guarantees that you will complete your 
project at the workshop, or get darn near close to finishing it. Plus, I love to teach my zippered 
pillow technique, and folks just love to see how it is done.

But, I also like to give you options.
Option #1 - Make the pillow as shown above - an 18” pillow. 
Option #2 - Make the blocks to start a Stella quilt, learn the zipper technique as an extra. The 
Stella quilt is beautiful. You may choose to use your blocks to start a quilt - that’s great. But 
you’ll also get the opportunity to learn my pillow zipper technique. 

What you will need:

Packed

Sewing machine in good working order; foot control and plug
Extension cord
A 1/4 inch piecing foot if you have one - if not you can use masking tape to mark 
the 1/4 inch seam allowance. I drive a Bernina and like the #57
A zipper foot.
Rotary cutter and mat (a 12x18 inch square is more than adequate); ruler - a 9 - 
12 inch gridded ruler is fine.
Scissors: Fabric, paper, snips.
Thread: a basic sewing thread; and a topstitch thread for anchor appliquéing 
slivers.
Pen or pencil
Freezer paper
Iron and ironing board
Fabric per below
Pillow form - a 20” pillow form
Zipper - an all purpose zipper, NOT invisible zipper! You can color coordinate but 
you will not be able to see the zipper once it is inserted. A 16” all purpose zipper.



Fabric Needs:

Please Cut All Fabric Before Class!

Please use good quality quilting fabric - scraps welcome. You can probably get all you 
need for this pillow from your stash! When picking fabric - think contrast - you want 
your slivers to stand out from the background fabric! 

Cutting Slivers -

When cutting slivers, cut selvedge to selvedge, 45 inches across the width of the 
fabric. A little extra is always a good idea! Once your fabric is cut, press, wrong sides 
together, lengthwise. We will be cutting the slivers to size in class.

Cutting Pillow Front Fabric -

Width Cuts selvedge to selvedge
3” Cut 3 strips, selvedge to selvedge*

Used for
A 4 star background 

squares
4 squares cut to 7 3/4” x 7 3/4”. Please note: in sample I 
used 2 similar fabrics for these squares. You can do the 
same, or use all of the same fabric.

B 4 star inner sashings Cut 4 rectangles cut to 7” x 3”

C center square Cut one square 2 1/2” x 2 1/2”
D 4 outer sashings Cut 4 rectangles 15 1/2” x 2 1/2”
E 4 outer corner 

squares
Cut 4 squares 2 1/2” x 2 1/2”
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Cutting for Pillow Back / Lining / Batting

The pillow back is constructed of 3 pieces: upper section, lower section and a flap. I 
like to keep the back interesting by complimenting 3 different fabrics. 

The lining fabric is simply that - lining - no one will see it. I line the pillows to allow you 
to wash them. 

Batting - use a lightweight batting. Good time to move some scraps!

Fabric Prep BEFORE Class

1. I always recommend washing and ironing your fabric.

2. Cut your sliver fabric as directed, then iron in half lengthwise, wrong sides together.

3. Cut all fabric to the directions.

4. Pillow Back Upper and Lower Sections - make your quilt sandwich for each section 
and add a little quilting to keep the sandwiches together, stipple or grid quilting 
works fine. After quilting, cut to:

a. Upper section: 19 1/2” x 4”

b. Lower Section 19 1/2” x 15 1/2”

Used for
Upper Section: cut one 
each from back fabric, 
batting and lining fabric

20" x 5”

Lower Section: cut one 
each from back fabric, 
batting and lining fabric

20” x 16”

Flap 19 1/2“ x 4”
Zipper Ends 2 pieces 2” x 6”
Front Batting 20 inch square
Front Lining 20 inch square



To Make a 4” x 6” Double Take Frame

Background Fabric: 9 3/4” x 11 3/4”

Fast2Fuse*: 6 1/2” x 8 1/2”

Slivers: 2” x 45” (width of fabric) 

Poster board: 6 1/2” x 8 1/2”

*Fast2Fuse or other stiff batt similar to it, i.e. Timtex.


